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CONSTITUTIONALITY, COMPETENCE, AND CONFLICTS: WHAT IS
WRONG WITH THE STATE OF THE LAW WHEN IT COMES TO
JUVENILES AND MIRANDA? d1

I. INTRODUCTION

When the number of status offenders 1  adjudicated in juvenile court is on the rise, it is a reminder that lawyering in the juvenile
justice system is a serious endeavor; that defense lawyers need to fully defend and protect the rights of youths charged with
crimes. Some lawyers negotiate plea-bargains for their clients without a thorough examination of the merits of the case. Some
juveniles, along with their parents, waive their right to counsel on the belief that the consequences cannot be too serious because
“it is only juvenile court.”

Although sentencing schemes vary by jurisdiction, in most states a juvenile delinquency disposition is capable of being enforced

until the age of majority. 2  It is not uncommon for judges to sentence juveniles to *30  suspended sentences, requiring as part
of the conditions of their probation regular attendance in school, abstinence from alcohol and drugs, and a curfew. Suspended
sentences and terms of probation are particularly attractive dispositions to judges because they provide a mechanism for the
court to monitor a child's behavior and determine if there are other issues affecting the child that, although unrelated to the
crime, previously have gone untreated. A violation of probation is probably the most common reason a juvenile is waived back
into court. Despite the fact that the original crime may have been a relatively minor offense, such as vandalism or disrupting
lawful assembly, sentences of confinement are routinely imposed on kids for failure to abide by the terms and conditions of their
probation. The fact that non-criminal violations of probation can and do lead to confinement is evidence that prosecution for
any offense in the juvenile delinquency system poses a real threat to the loss of one's liberty. Hence, it is absolutely critical that
juvenile defense attorneys fully recognize and litigate the issues and the rights of adolescents, from arrest to final disposition.

II. THE CUSTODIAL INTERROGATION

One area of law, the custodial interrogation of the juvenile, is imbued with a multitude of complex issues, many of which are
infrequently unearthed by advocates. Probably the most fundamental issue is whether a juvenile can competently understand
the Miranda rights. In the most significant study to date relating to juveniles and Fifth Amendment waiver, Dr. Thomas Grisso

concluded that juveniles do not adequately understand Miranda warnings. 3  Dr. Grisso's study measured whether the subject
understood the words and phrases of the Miranda warnings and whether the subject accurately perceived the function and

significance of the rights conveyed in the warnings. 4  The study revealed that the majority of juveniles under the age of fifteen

are not able to understand their rights to silence and counsel. 5  According to the study, the Miranda rights most commonly
misunderstood by juveniles were the right to consult an attorney before interrogation and to have an attorney present during
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interrogation. 6  Dr. Grisso concluded that most juveniles' comprehension of Miranda *31  rights is insufficient to intelligently

and knowingly waive these rights. 7

Courts and legislatures have adopted measures to provide additional protections for children in the face of state interrogation
by including, and sometimes mandating, the presence of parents or guardians to assist them in the decision to waive Miranda
rights. There is a sufficient amount of empirical and anecdotal evidence to suggest parents are not always capable of assisting
the child in making the best legal decision concerning whether to waive their right against self-incrimination. The same study
by Dr. Grisso revealed that only forty-two percent of adults expressed an adequate understanding of each of the four warnings;

twenty-three percent of adults expressed inadequate understanding of at least one of the four warnings. 8

A subsequent study by Dr. Grisso examined issues pertaining to parents' views of legal self-determinism of juveniles; specifically

parents' attitudes about juveniles' exercise of their own legal rights. 9  Dr. Grisso surveyed approximately 750 parents of high
school students in two schools in St. Louis, Missouri, and his study revealed that only twenty percent of parents believe juveniles

should be able to withhold information from the police. 10  Over half of the parents surveyed expressly disagreed with the idea

that juveniles should be allowed to avoid incriminating themselves by withholding information. 11

Lastly, there is the argument that in some instances the presence of parents in the interrogation environment may actually cause
kids to confess more frequently than they would if they were alone, and certainly more frequently than if they had the guidance

and advice of legal counsel. 12

*32  In 1967, the U.S. Supreme Court, in the landmark case, In re Gault, extended due process rights to juveniles in delinquency

proceedings. 13  The Court emphasized the importance of providing youth with additional protections in the face of state

interrogation. 14  The Gault Court concluded that, “if counsel was not present for some permissible reason when an admission
was obtained, the greatest care must be taken to assure that the admission was voluntary, in the sense not only that it was not

coerced or suggested, but also that it was not the product of ignorance of rights or adolescent fantasy, fright, or despair.” 15

Over time, states have established mechanisms intended to assist juveniles in the waiver decision. A minority of states have
established a “per se approach” to the waiver decision; specifically, children usually thirteen and younger must be afforded an

opportunity to have a meaningful consultation with an adult advisor before executing a waiver form. 16  Although not explicit,
the purpose of the private consultation with an adult is to evaluate the pros and cons of speaking to the police in light of the
circumstances that precipitated taking the child into custody.

Other states employ the “totality of the circumstances” test, with which courts consider a variety of factors to determine whether

a child's Miranda waiver is voluntary, knowing, and intelligent. 17  By and large, the presence of a parent or guardian prior to

the waiver is a decisive factor in favor of a *33  valid waiver. 18

Most often the adult advisor is the parent or guardian of the child. Less frequently it is another relative, such as an aunt, uncle, or
sibling. Courts and legislators have deferred to the familial relation to assist the juvenile with this critical legal decision rather
than counsel. Any time a parent, or someone responsible for the care and well being of the child, responds to a call that their
child has been taken into custody and proceeds to the police station, the interaction will naturally involve a host of complex
parent-child dynamics. Consider the following scenario: a parent gets a call at home and is told by police that her child is in
custody and requests her to come down to the police station, she arrives at the police station likely experiencing a whole host
of emotions. If she is unfamiliar with the Miranda warnings and the intricacies of pre-arrest police tactics, which the majority
of non-law enforcement personnel are, all the pressures inherent in a criminal investigation will be bearing down on her as she
tries to appreciate the legal decision confronting her child.
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The potential issues that may affect whether the child waives his or her Miranda rights range from parental perspectives on
child rearing and moral upbringing, whether parents themselves understand the rights that their kids are waiving, whether the
conversations that are supposed to be taking place in the private consultation between parent and child are in fact taking place,
and whether the parents' interests conflict with the child's best legal interest. Lawyers and judges should be familiar with the
potential issues that may influence a juvenile's decision to speak to the police so that they can be attuned to due process violations
based on the role the parent played in the pre-interrogation setting.

In addition to the emotional response that a parent might have upon learning her child is being held by police investigating
a crime, and the inadequate comprehension of the Miranda rights, there are a variety of potential conflicts of interests that a
relative may have which could influence how the adult advises the child in terms of waiving his Fifth Amendment protection
and speaking to police. These conflicts divide into *34  three separate categories. The first is the third-party conflict of interest.
This conflict involves the adult, who has a relationship, familial, sexual or otherwise, with another person in the investigation.
The possibility here is great that the adult would prioritize trying to understand what caused harm to a person that he or she
cared about without considering the consequences of how the juvenile's statements to the police may impact the trajectory of
the legal case against the child. In Commonwealth v. McCra, a fifteen year-old boy was being investigated for the murders of

his mother, father, and sibling. 19  The adult who came to the police station to serve as his “advisor” was his aunt, the sister

of the boy's mother. 20  The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court (SJC) found that the aunt was an appropriate “interested
adult” to assist the defendant in the waiver decision because she exhibited no outward expression of animosity and she never
told police that she could not participate in assisting her nephew in making a decision as to whether or not to waive Miranda

or cut off questioning at any time. 21

A second type of conflict of interest that exists is a personal conflict of interest. This conflict can be more difficult to detect.
It may involve a parent who has ongoing problems with his or her child and prefers that the child remain in custody for some

period of time. A parent's attitude toward his or her child returning home may not be outwardly expressed. 22  In this scenario, a
parent may arrive at the police station and serve as the interested adult when in fact the adult is really only interested in finding
out just how inculpatory his or her child's conduct may have been. Upon learning of immoral or illegal conduct, the parent may
decide the child should remain in custody “to teach him a lesson.”

Another way a personal conflict may arise is through the moral belief that children should defer to authority, that they should
be honest and tell the truth, cooperate with police--all quite appropriate parental responses and all potentially influencing
parents' advice to their children regarding waiver of the right against self-incrimination. These kinds of conflicts *35  could
be eliminated if children were provided lawyers in the pre-interrogation setting.

A third example of a personal conflict of interest is an adult advisor who may believe that she is a suspect in the investigation.
In Little v. Arkansas, a juvenile suspect's mother had been questioned earlier by the police, and believed that she herself was a

suspect. 23  The juvenile and her mother spent between ten and fifteen minutes alone in the station house, and when the mother

and the daughter emerged from their private consultation, the mother told the police that the daughter wanted to confess. 24

The juvenile then waived her Fifth Amendment rights and the Arkansas Supreme Court held that the mother was an appropriate

advisor to the juvenile in this particular situation. 25

The third category of conflicts of interest is a financial conflict of interest. For example, the adult advisor, who is also the person
financially responsible for the welfare of the child, arrives at the police station with the belief that the case can be resolved
simply by a conversation between law enforcement and the child, thereby relieving the need to have the matter referred to
juvenile court, where the parent may be required to retain a lawyer at his or her own expense. The financial burden may be a

decisive factor in the adult's preference to have the child cooperate and speak to police. 26
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Courts have routinely found that parents who say things in detention interrogation settings, like “tell the truth or I'll clobber
you,” have been found to be acceptable advisors to the child because these responses are consistent with responsible and good

moral upbringing of a child. 27  The SJC of Massachusetts has held, as recently as 2003, that it does not require that the adult

be completely free of conflicting loyalties or tensions. 28  The SJC stated that only if the adult is actually antagonistic to the

juvenile, then the adult will be disqualified as an acceptable advisor to the child. 29  The SJC has also rejected the argument that
a parent who fails to tell a child not to speak to interviewing officials or who would advise the child to tell the *36  truth or

fails to seek legal assistance immediately is a disinterested parent. 30

There is a stark contradiction between the ethical rules that lawyer must abide by and the standard the law requires of laypersons
who are advising children on the decision to waive a constitutional right. Courts have routinely held that they are not going to

put parents on par with lawyers in these types of situations. 31  When courts accommodate and overlook the kinds of conflicts
of interest that would, in essence, disqualify lawyers from representing juveniles, the intention of In re Gault is eviscerated.
Such disparate treatment suggests the current state of the law falls short of the Court's intention in Gault to increase the level

of protection for kids in the face of state interrogation. 32

III. IMPACT OF THE LACK OF A STATUTORY OR COMMON LAW PARENT-CHILD PRIVILEGE

Ironically, the law requires parents to speak to their children prior to a waiver of Miranda; 33  yet the law does not protect the
confidentiality of the communication between the parent and child. Neither a common law privilege nor a statutory privilege

relating to communications between children and their parents has been recognized by a federal appeals court. 34

A. Legislative History

On March 6, 1998, Senator Patrick Leahy of Vermont introduced legislation instructing the Attorney General and the Judicial
Conference of the United States to study “important questions” concerning the establishment of a privilege to protect parent-
child communications in civil and criminal cases. His comments in support of the bill included the *37  following:

This is not the Star Chamber of hundreds of years ago. This is not the Spanish Inquisition. No child, no matter
what their age, expects his or her conversations with a parent to be disclosed to prosecuting attorneys, compelling
a parent to betray his or her child's confidence is repugnant to fundamental notions of family, fidelity, and privacy.
Indeed, I can think of nothing more destructive of the family and family values, nor more undermining of frank
communications between parent and child, than the example of a zealous prosecutor who decides to take advantage
of close-knit ties between mother and daughter, of a prosecutor who said, if a mother loves a daughter and a
daughter will go to a mother to talk to that mother, then we are going to grab the mother. Great family values,

Mr. President. Great family values, Mr. Starr. 35

The bill was read twice and referred to the Senate Committee on the Judiciary. The bill never made it out of the Judiciary
Committee.

Also in 1998, in the House of Representatives, Congresswoman Zoe Lofgren of California proposed an amendment to Federal

Rule of Evidence (FRE) Rule 501 that would incorporate a parent-child privilege. 36  One of the Representative's principal
justifications for the amendment was her belief that the parent-child relationship merited the protection of a testimonial privilege
for the same reasons that the spousal relationship does. Representative Lofgren voiced additional support for her amendment

http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1004365&cite=USFRER501&originatingDoc=Ia9584d115ad211dbbe1cf2d29fe2afe6&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)
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by describing the “trilemma” of cruel choices confronting parents compelled to testify against their children: perjury, betrayal

of the child's confidence, or potential jail time as a consequence of being judged in contempt for refusing to testify. 37

Only a few states currently provide any type of protection for parent-child communications. New York, the only state with a
judicially recognized parent-child privilege, found that a parent-child privilege exists based on the right to privacy found in the

state Constitution. 38  Idaho, Minnesota, and Massachusetts are the only states that have some form of statutory parent-child

privilege for communications between minor children and their parents. 39  Massachusetts law provides that a minor child *38
may not be forced to testify against natural or adoptive parents in a grand-jury inquiry or criminal proceeding, unless the subject

of the inquiry involves domestic violence or child abuse. 40  However, Massachusetts does not recognize a privilege that would
protect parents from testifying against their children.

In the context of the creation of additional protections for the juvenile in the face of state interrogation, the lack of a parent child
privilege is antithetical to the purpose of providing the juvenile the opportunity to consult with a parent or guardian prior to a
decision to waive Miranda. As discussed previously, a parent is presumed to be an effective means of preserving a juvenile's

Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination. 41  Many jurisdictions insist that a juvenile's waiver of the right against self-
incrimination cannot be meaningfully exercised without the opportunity for free and open communication between parent and

child prior to interrogation. 42  If open communication with one's parent is a means to assessing the gravity of the situation
and making a well-reasoned decision of how to proceed in light of the circumstances, the lack of statutory or common law
protection for the contents of those communications impedes that goal. Arguably, if freed from the threat of having to testify,
like lawyers, parents could best protect their children's rights by learning the extent, if any, of their child's involvement in the
crime being investigated. After discussion with the child, the parent or other interested adult would potentially be in a better

position to advise the child. 43

The rationale for either the totality approach or the per se approach is that the parent and child will talk about the events that
precipitated the child's detention. Assuming such a discussion occurs between parent and child, there are risks that the child

will make inculpatory statements to the parent. Such risks would not exist in a lawyer-client relationship. 44  Furthermore, states
which adopt the per se approach require meaningful consultation with the parent or guardian. Arguably, the lack of a privilege
regarding that conversation impedes the purpose of the rule (as it may negate the quality of the consultation).

Both approaches to assessing the validity of the Miranda waiver underscore a child's vulnerability and the need for children
to have the *39  benefit of adult advice. The recent decision of the United States Supreme Court to abolish the death penalty
for juveniles lends support for the proposition that juveniles lack adequate capacity to make decisions and act in their best

interests. 45  Roper v. Simmons relies on data from scientific and sociological studies to confirm that generally juveniles lack

maturity and are impulsive decision-makers. 46

There is a paradox in the law. Miranda waiver requires parents to serve as adult advisors, while at the same time the law
does not protect their confidential communications with their children from compelled disclosure. In the Miranda context, the
justification for the presence of the parent or guardian to protect the child in the face of state interrogation is rooted in the
significance of the familial bond between parent and child, on the other hand, when it comes to parent-child communications,
the familial bond and respect for familial privacy is militated. From a due process standpoint, this paradox may constitute a
violation of a juvenile's Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination.

Is there any doubt that the relationship between mother and daughter, between father and daughter, between father and son is
as valuable and as precious as that between husband and wife? Rule 501 of the Federal Rules of Evidence acknowledges the
federal courts' authority to continue the evolutionary development of testimonial privileges in federal criminal trials “governed

by the principles of the common law as they may be interpreted ... in the light of reason and experience.” 47
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The District Court for the Eastern District of Washington suggested that there was precedent for a common law parent-
child privilege based upon the rationales justifying the currently recognized marital privileges and the psychotherapist-patient
privilege. One commentator explained the similarity between the marital and parent-child privileges:

The child-parent relationship resembles the husband-wife relationship in that both involve a fundamental and
private family bond. The child-parent relationship ideally encompasses aspects found in the marital relationship--
mutual love, intimacy and trust .... The fact that the child-parent relationship is part of the institution of the family
that it is hoped is promoted by a marital privilege makes the protection of *40  children's private conversations

with parents even more appealing. 48

An important difference between the spousal relationship and the parent-child relationship is divorce--the overt act of ending
the marriage. This distinction further strengthens the argument in favor of a parent-child privilege. Emancipation can alter the
legal relationship between parent and child, but it does not terminate the familial relationship. The scenario that this article

contemplates in the interrogation setting presumes an intact parent-child relationship. 49  One might think that the interminable
parent-child relationship would be a persuasive rationale for protecting parent-child communications, similar to the spousal
privilege. That has not been so. Courts that have declined to recognize a common law parent-child privilege have done so in

part based on the belief that only Congress should create a new privilege. 50

The Third Circuit in In re Grand Jury (Doe) articulated several arguments in opposition to the adoption of a parent-child

privilege. 51  First, communication between parent and child will not be chilled by the lack of a privilege because most parents
do not readily know the existence or nonexistence of a privilege. Second, a parent would likely not base his or her decision to

communicate with the child on the existence of a privilege. 52  This may be true in the normal course of conversations between
children and their parents. Nevertheless, in an interrogation setting where one's child is seen as a suspect, or at the very least
someone with knowledge about criminal activity, a concern for the confidentiality of the parent-child conversation is quite
realistic. The second rationale the court expressed was that the confidentiality--in the form of a testimonial privilege--is not

*41  essential to a successful parent-child relationship. 53  Third, in the court's view, the “truth-seeking function of the judicial

system” outweighed the interest in a confidential parent-child relationship. 54

Professor Catherine Ross, in her article Implementing Constitutional Rights for Juveniles: The Parent-Child Privilege in

Context, asserts that judges have made two critical misperceptions when denying recognition of a parent-child privilege. 55  First,
she argues that judges have failed to distinguish between a privilege covering confidences from a minor child to a parent (what
she terms the “essential parent child privilege”), and confidences from parent to child, from adult children to their parents, or

testimony not based on confidences at all. 56  Ross maintains that the first misperception has generated the second: judges have
erroneously concluded that previous courts have already rejected judicial creation of a parent-child privilege regardless of how

it is defined. 57  This article is concerned with the flow of information from the minor child to the parent under circumstances
where the target of the criminal investigation is the child. It is this scenario that triggers the rights-based argument in favor of
protecting communications between parent and child.

As the juvenile justice system evolves into a more punitive system, due process protections are essential to maintaining the
integrity and fairness of the system. In light of the significant numbers of status offenders in *42  custody in juvenile detention
facilities, liberty interests are at stake in the adjudicatory process in ways they never were before. The growing number of

juveniles tried in adult court increases every year. 58  The legal paradigm in our juvenile justice system establishes parents as
legal advisors in the stages prior to formal charges being initiated. How can parents be an effective means of support to their
children if they have to fear being compelled to testify about what their child told them? Perhaps challenging the lack of a
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privilege as a due process violation will cause Congress and state legislatures to rethink the adoption of a limited privilege for
this most compelling scenario, the parent who does not want to testify against her child in a juvenile delinquency prosecution.

Footnotes
d1 This article was adapted from a lecture given by Professor Hillary Farber at the New England Journal on Criminal and Civil

Confinement's 2005 Symposium. For ease of reading, content and sequence have been retained, but syntax has been modified,
nonessential comments deleted, and various references added.

a1 Visiting Assistant Professor of Law at Western New England School of Law. Professor Farber earned a B.A. from the University of
Michigan and a J.D. from Northeastern University School of Law. Professor Farber extends a special thanks to her research assistants,
Anjan Mishra and Kolbi Cumbo.

1 A “status offense” is defined as “a nondelinquent/noncriminal offense; an offense that is illegal for underage persons, but not for
adults.” Examples of status offenses are: curfew violation, incorrigible, ungovernable (being beyond the control of parents, guardians,
or custodians), running away, truancy, and underage drinking.

2 See, e.g., MASS. GEN. LAWS. ANN. ch. 119, § 58 (West 2004).

3 Thomas Grisso, Juveniles' Capacities to Waive Miranda Rights: An Empirical Analysis, 68 CAL. L. REV. 1134, 1153 (1980).

4 Id. at 1143.

5 Id. at 1152 (“[J]uveniles younger than 15 years of age failed to meet both the absolute and relative (adult) standards for adequate
comprehension of their Miranda rights.”).

6 Of those surveyed, 44.8% of juveniles gave inadequate descriptions of this warning. Id. at 1154.

7 Id. at 1153.

8 Id. at 1161.

9 THOMAS GRISSO, JUVENILES' WAIVER OF RIGHTS: LEGAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL COMPETENCE 175-80 (1981).

10 Id.

11 Id. at 183. These findings were drawn from responses to two sets of questions: One set of questions involved a hypothetical juvenile
arrest and police request to question the child; the second set of responses derived from questions concerning legal self-determinism
(a subscale of the Children's Rights Attitude Scale). It should be taken into consideration that parents who seem, in surveys, to
acknowledge a juvenile's right to avoid self-incrimination may nevertheless encourage their own children to waive their right to silence
during actual interrogations. Id.; see also Barry Feld, Criminalizing Juvenile Justice: Rules of Procedure for the Juvenile Court, 69
MINN. L. REV. 141, 182 (1984) (“Rather than mitigating the pressures of interrogation, parents appear predisposed to coercing their
children to waive the right to silence.”); Barbara Kaban & Ann E. Tobey, When Police Question Children, Are Protections Adequate?,
1 J. CENTER CHILD. & CTS. 151, 154 (1999) (“[I]t has been anecdotally observed that parents often push their children to ‘talk’
to authorities and to ‘tell the truth.”’).

12 Hillary Farber, The Role of the Parent/Guardian in Juvenile Interrogations: Friend or Foe?, 41 AM. CRIM. L. REV. 1277 (2004).
To date no one has gathered data regarding how often parents or another adult present with the child encourages the child to waive
Miranda and speak to the police. Case law and interviews with parents in some high profile cases indicate that this dynamic is
prevalent. Currently, there are three jurisdictions that require taping of confessions. Wisconsin specifically mandates recording of
juvenile confessions in places of detention. In re Jerrell C.J., 699 N.W.2d 110 (Wisc. 2005). The taping of the pre-interview in the
interrogation setting will provide greater access to studying the effects of parental presence in the interrogation setting. Id.

13 387 U.S. 1, 3 (1967).

14 Id.
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15 Id. at 55 (internal citations omitted).

16 Although not required, there is a presumption in favor of consultation with an adult advisor for children between the ages of fourteen
and sixteen. See, e.g., Commonwealth v. A Juvenile, 449 N.E.2d 654, 657 (Mass. 1983). In Massachusetts, a juvenile under fourteen
years of age must be afforded the opportunity to confer with a parent or guardian before making the waiver. Id. A juvenile over
fourteen years of age must consult with a parent or guardian unless he is found to be highly intelligent. Id.

17 A small minority of states employ what has been termed a “two-tier” model. Under this model, the age of the juvenile determines
whether a court evaluates the waiver's validity according to the totality of the circumstances or the per se test. See, e.g., MONT. CODE
ANN. § 41-5-331 (2003) (requiring an effective waiver by a youth under sixteen years of age be made with the agreement of the youth's
parent, guardian, or with advice of counsel). See generally Kimberly Larson, Note, Improving the “Kangaroo Courts”: A Proposal
for Reform in Evaluating Juveniles' Waiver of Miranda, 48 VILL. L. REV. 629, 648 (2003) (explaining “two-tiered” approach).

18 See State v. Presha, 748 A.2d 1108, 1110 (N.J. 2000) (“[C]ourts should consider the absence of a parent or legal guardian from the
interrogation area as a highly significant fact when determining whether the state has demonstrated that a juvenile's waiver of rights
was knowing, intelligent, and voluntary.”) (emphasis added); Commonwealth v. Jones, 328 A.2d 828, 831 (Pa. 1974) (“An important
factor, therefore, is whether the juvenile had access to the advice of a parent, attorney, or other adult who was primarily interested
in his welfare, before making a decision to waive constitutional rights.”) (emphasis added); see also State v. Barnaby, 950 S.W.2d 1,
3 (Mo. Ct. App. 1997) (“While parental protection is of great importance in affecting the totality of the circumstances involved, our
courts have not held that a parent's absence makes a resulting statement illegal per se.”) (internal citations omitted) (emphasis added).

19 Commonwealth v. McCra, 694 N.E.2d 849, 853 (Mass. 1998).

20 Id.

21 Id. The SJC stated “[t]here is no merit to the defendant's argument that the police were first required to determine whether his aunt
could ‘provide the defendant with the necessary advice regardless of any conflicting interests.”’ Id. at 852 n.3; see also, In re Steven
William T., 499 S.E.2d 876, 886 (W. Va. 1997) (the court suggested that authorities cannot be expected to inquire into the nature
of the relationship between guardian and child. Where interrogators have knowledge of a conflict they are admonished to inquire
further, but when no conflict is apparent law enforcement cannot be held to such a heavy burden).

22 See Commonwealth v. Berry, 570 N.E.2d 1004 (Mass. 1991) (finding that a father who evicted his son from the home only twelve
hours before the interrogation was an appropriate advisor to the defendant because there were no outward signs of animosity between
father and son in the presence of the officers).

23 Little v. Arkansas, 554 S.W.2d 312, 314 (Ark. 1977).

24 Id. at 314.

25 Id. at 319.

26 There are several jurisdictions that require the party legally responsible for the juvenile to reimburse the State for the cost of an
attorney. For examples of parent reimbursement statutes, see CAL. PENAL CODE § 987.4 (West 2003); COLO. REV. ST. ANN. §
19-2-706 (West 2003); MD. CODE ANN., art. 27A § 7 (2003); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 604-A:9 (2003); MASS. GEN. LAWS
ANN. ch. 119, § 29A (WEST 2004).

27 See Anglin v. State, 259 So. 2d 752 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1972); see also In re C.P., 411 A.2d 643, 645 (D.C. 1980).

28 Commonwealth v. Alfonso A., 780 N.E.2d 1244, 1253 n.8 (Mass. 2003).

29 Id. at 1253.

30 Commonwealth v. Philip S., 611 N.E.2d 226, 231 (Mass. 1993).

31 The SJC opined that “our interested adult rule is not violated because a parent fails to provide what in hindsight and from a legal
perspective may have been optimum advice.” See Alfonso A., 780 N.E.2d at 1252-55.
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32 Farber, supra note 12.

33 See discussion supra Part II.

34 The Supreme Court has denied certiorari in four cases that would have raised a question about parent-child privilege. See In re Grand
Jury (Doe), 103 F.3d 1140 (3d Cir. 1997), cert. denied, 520 U.S. 1253 (1997); Grand Jury Proceedings of Doe v. United States, 842
F.2d 244 (10th Cir. 1988), cert. denied, 488 U.S. 894 (1988); United States v. Davies, 768 F.2d 893 (7th Cir. 1985), cert. denied, 474
U.S. 1008 (1985); Three Juveniles v. Commonwealth, 455 N.E.2d 1203 (Mass. 1983), cert. denied, 465 U.S. 1068 (1984). But see In
re A Grand Jury Subpoena, 722 N.E.2d 450 (Mass. 2000) Although expressly reserving the question, the Massachusetts SJC notes
that the privilege against self-incrimination or the right to counsel may be implicated in the event a parent advising a juvenile about
the exercise or waiver of rights is compelled to answer questions about the content of conversations. See id. at 457 n.15.

35 144 CONG. REC. S803-01, S804 (daily ed. Feb. 23, 1998).

36 144 CONG. REC. H2242-01, H2269 (daily ed. Apr. 23, 1998).

37 The amendment was defeated by a recorded vote of 162 to 256. See 144 CONG. REC. D397-01, D398 (daily ed. Apr. 23, 1998).

38 See In re A & M, 403 N.Y.S.2d 375, 381 (N.Y. 1978).

39 IDAHO CODE ANN. § 9-203 (2003) (a parent or guardian “shall not be forced to disclose any communication made by their minor
child or ward to them concerning matters in any civil or criminal action to which such child or ward is a party” unless the case
involves violence against the adult); MINN. STAT. ANN. § 595.02 (West 2003) (a parent may not be compelled to testify “as to
any communication made in confidence by the minor to the minor's parent,” except in certain enumerated situations); MASS. GEN.
LAWS ANN. ch. 233, § 20 (West 2004).

40 MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 233, § 20 (West 2004).

41 See discussion supra Part II.

42 See discussion supra Part II.

43 A lawyer representing the juvenile is in the best position to provide the legal advice that serves the child's best legal interests.

44 See MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.6.

45 Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551 (2005).

46 Id. Significant to Justice Kennedy's opinion was the compelling data that juveniles' lack of maturity and lessened sense of
responsibility and that bears strong correlation to ill-conceived and impulsive decision-making. Also noted was that, categorically,
juveniles are more susceptible to negative influences and pressure from their peers. Lastly, society recognizes that the personality
of a juvenile is an organic and evolving process.

47 Trammel v. United States, 445 U.S. 40, 47 (1980).

48 Nissa M. Ricafort, Jaffe v. Redmond: The Supreme Court's Dramatic Shift Supports the Recognition of a Federal Parent-Child
Privilege, 32 IND. L. REV. 259, 289 (1998) (quoting Ann M. Stanton, Child-Parent Privilege for Confidential Communications: An
Examination and Proposal, 16 FAM. L.Q. 1, 6-7 (1982)).

49 Whether the parent-child privilege should extend to a non-custodial parent or non-legal guardian is beyond the scope of this article.
There are a plethora of considerations in determining the scope of a parent-child privilege. For example, should the privilege extend
to adult children and their parents? Should the privilege include only communications? Only communication intended to provide
advice? Who should be the holder of the privilege? The accused? The parent? Both parties? These complex questions deserve a
separate article devoted exclusively to the creation of a parent-child privilege.

50 See, e.g., In re Grand Jury (Doe), 103 F.3d 1140, 1147 (3d Cir. 1997); see also Catherine Ross, Implementing Constitutional Rights
for Juveniles: The Parent-Child Privilege in Context, 14 STAN. L. & POL'Y REV. 85, 95 n.76 (2003).
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51 In re Grand Jury (Doe), 103 F.3d at 1152.

52 Id. The court does not explain why the same considerations do not nullify the spousal privilege.

53 Id. at 1147. But see Susan Levine, The Child-Parent Privilege: A Proposal, 47 FORDHAM L. REV. 771, 787-88 (1979) (“The
argument fails to take into account the vital role the privileges play in preserving an existing relationship .... In fact, the most salient
effect of both the marital confidential communications privilege and child-parent privilege is not so much that they encourage open
communication (although this may well be true in some instances), but that they protect the confidentiality of a communication once
it has been made .... What the privilege protects is not only the expectation of privacy, that is, the encouragement of confidential
communications, but the privacy of the family relationship itself.”).

54 In re Grand Jury (Doe), 103 F.3d at 1152 (internal citations omitted). The dissent recognized the necessity of a limited privilege in
order to preserve the sanctity of the parent child relationship. Troubled by the pressure exerted on the father by the State to disclose
a conversation he had with his son, who was the target of a grand jury investigation, Judge Mansmann in his dissent wrote, “that
where compelled testimony by a parent concerns confidential statements made to the parent by his child in the course of seeking
parental advice and guidance, it is time to chart a new legal course.” Id. at 1158; see also In re Three Juveniles v. Commonwealth,
455 N.E.2d. 1203, 1207 (Mass. 1983) (in a prosecution of an adult, the Court declined to adopt a parent-child privilege, finding the
need in protecting such a communication weaker because “a parent does not need the advice of a minor child in the same sense that
a child may need the advice of a parent.”).

55 Ross, supra note 50, at 85.

56 See id. at 93.

57 See id.

58 As reported by national news media, the number of juveniles who were tried as adults was on the rise during the 1990s. Number
of Juveniles Sent to Adult Prisons Skyrocketing, Study Shows, CNN.COM, Feb. 28, 2000, http:// www.cnn.com/2000/US/02/27/
juveniles.in.jail/#2 (stating more than twice the number of youths under eighteen committed to adult prisons in 1997 than in 1985).
Within forty of the nation's largest urban counties, over 7100 juvenile defendants were charged in adult court with felonies in
1998 alone. BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, JUVENILE FELONY DEFENDANTS IN CRIMINAL COURTS (2003), http://
www.ojp.gov/bjs/pub/pdf/jfdcc98.pdf. From 1992 through 1997, forty-four states and the District of Columbia passed laws making it
easier for juveniles to be tried as adults; twenty-eight states expanded the list of crimes eligible for exclusion and seven states lowered
age limits for exclusion. OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION, STATE LEGISLATIVE
RESPONSES TO VIOLENT JUVENILE CRIME: 1996-97 (1998), http:// www.ojjdp.ncjrs.org/ojstatbb/html/qa091.html.
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